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A great deal has happened since we conducted our last Global Risk 
Management Survey in 1999: 

* Many financial fkns experienced mergers and acquisitions that raised 
concerns about integrating risk management systems and processes. 

Regulamrs have continued to influence risk rnanagement trends, 
most notably through the Barik for International Settlements ("BIS"), 
which has issued a proposed New Accord ("Base1 11") to replace the 
1988 Capital Accord. With the New Accord, BIS updated credit risk 
measurement approaches and introduced new methodologies for 
measuring operational risk and related capital charges. 

a Risk management system vendors have saturated the market with 
new and advanced applications that incorporate new methodologies 
and more integrated capabiiities to capture a wider product base. 

» Worldwide, the tragic events of September 11 have emphasized risk 
of business intemption due to terrorism and war. 

a In the U.S., the dramatic collapse of Enron has resulted in a veiy 
pbl ic  debate about the role of corporate govemance, h a r d  oversight 
and ofTbalance sheet risks in ail entities induding financial firms. 

In the meantime, a nurnber of sweys have been conducted by risk 
magazine, system vendors and industry groups that were liiited in scope 
either to speafic areas within risk management or types of finanaal 
institutions. These surveys do not offer a view of global risk management 
practices among a aoss section of financial seivices institutions. Therefore, 
we conducted our s w e y  addressing risk management on a global basis 
among the foliowing disciplines: 

I. Risk Govemance 

2. Capital Allocation 

j. Enterprise Risk Management 

4. Credit Risk Management 

5. Market Risk Management 

6. Operational Risk Management 

7. Business Continuity Management 

8. Risk Systems and Technology Infrastmcture 
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Our 2002 risk s w e y  partiapant data 
reflecis current trends in risk 
management throughout major global 
financial institutions. Partiapants 
represented major h n a a l  
institutions with offices in six major 
market regions. The final s w e y  
sample reflecis al1 major financial 
services sectors. Thc hvo 
h e  mosi parüapana we 

~ 

. Whie commerd-  
Go% of the total 

population, haif considered either 
commeraal or retad lending as a 
prirnary business activity in terms 
of active market participation. 

Our goal in conducting this s w e y  
is to identify and share current 
praaices and füture trends in risk 
measurement methodologies, 
management approaches and risk 
systems infrasüucture. In this report, 
we present the results of our survey 
and highlight significant trends 
in risk management We believe that 
our findings will provide a usefd 
benchmarking tool for the 
partiapants and the larger risk 
management cornmunity within 
financial institutions. 

Following is an ovewiew of key 
observations for each of the 
disaplines covered in the survey. 



forms of nsks (credit, market, operational, etc.) were 
compartmentalized and nsk professionals assigned the responsib'iity to 
manage these risks in isoktion. Risks were divided by their source, or by 
location or region More recently, there has been a trend towards the 
integration of the nsk management function. Our survey conñrms this trend. 

To biing all risks (market, aedit, operational, etc.) under one area of 
responsibility, almost two-thirds (65%) of survey partiapants have moved 
or are progressing towards the appoiníment of a Chief Risk Officer ("CRO"), 
who ofien reports primanly to the Board of Directors. 

The single most important responsibiity ofthe risk oversight function, 
as highlighted by the respondents to the survey, is to conduct nsk analyses 
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and provide management with risk reporting. Developing poliaes and 
control procedures and monitonng compliance was considered the next 
highest pnonty of this function. 

ons worldwide continue to progressively adopt more 
sophisticated approaches towards capital allocation. The New Base1 Accord 
proposals bave dearly contributed to this trend by emphasizing the need 
for greater nsk sensitivity in capital measures. However, s ighcant  
challenges relating to data and systems infrastntaure are expected to make 
the task of compliance with advanced approaches difiicult. It is encouraging 
to note that, in spite of the burdensome and potentially costly mandates, 
an ovenvhelmuig majority of the surveyed institutions now view the New 
Accord as having a positive influence on the state of risk management, 
especially with respect to aedit nsk. 

The trend towards improved granulanty and deeper application of economic 
capital within the surveyed institutions continues, albeit at a slower pace. 
It will be interesting to observe if the role and importante of economic 
capital modeling is compromised or diluted over the coming years with 
inueased nsk sensitivity in regulatoiy capital measures. Based on the 
m e n t  state of risk management and migration plans for the future, a 
convergence between these measures, especially at srnall and mid-sized 
institutions, is a distinct possibility. 

on from nsk managers, senior 
management and shareholders. Veiy few institutions indicated that they 
have already achieved a fully integrated view of market, credit and operational 
risks within their organizations. However, over half of the participants 
consider this integration to be a high priority. The responses dearly point 
towards risk-adjusted performance measurement and shareholder value 
management as the key drivers of evolution towards an ERM frarnework. 
Partiapants viewed effective integration of the enterprise databases and 
related risk systems as their biggest challenge. Only about half of the 
participants considered their risk data and systems to be somewhat 
integrated, while nearly 40% viewed them to be "not integrated at d . "  



. . . ,  . ,  

Despite the recent recession and poor performance of the credit markets, 
majority of survey partiapan- indicated that they do not intend to tighten 
underwriting standards. Possible explanations may indude that many 
institutions adjusted their standards early in the cyde, the availability of 
better credit risk management tools, or that many organizations are well 
capitalized and hence can take advantage ofthe current relatively rich credit 
spreads. Indeed, one of the most quoted tools to tighten standards is pricing. 
This response rnay also be an indication of the growing acceptance and 
implementation of a risk/retum-based priang phiiosophy and a better 
understanding of advanced nsk analytics. 

Approximately haif of the responden- reported their interna1 nsk ratings 
perfonn satisfactorily based on periodic effective testing and benchmarkuig. 
In addition, counterpariy exposure measurement and portfolio management 
analytics have advanced beyond the rudiientaiy (i.e., principal plus add-on 
and concentration analysis, respectively). Over the near-term, portfolio leve1 
credit risk rnitigation tools such as sd t i za t ion ,  aedit derivatives and 
macro hedges are expected to gain additional ground, fuaher contribuiing 
towards trends in 'active' portfolio management. 

However, significant challenges remain; systems issues were identitied as the 
key reason for the la& of timely credit risk analyses and reporting. Moreover, 
a substantial mino~ity has not yet embraced some of these new methods and 
advanced approaches. 

Most of the market vaiue-at-risk analysis and related system implementations 
were initially completed in the mid-to-late 1990s. However, we obsemed that 
many participants sfill allocate resources to improve their emting capabili'nes 
and integrate vanous forms of analytical techniques. For example, many 
partiapants attach a high priority to incorporating stress testing, event risk, 
and hquidity risk into their Value-at-Risk (VaR) framework. 

Scenano-hsed stress testing still appears to be a popular form of market risk 
analysis. A large majority of partiapants uses it to understand the firm's risk 
profile, report to senior management, and set market risk limits. 

Sirnulation-based Asset Liability Management (ALM) analyses are nirrently 
used by approximately 40% of the participants and roughly a third plan 
to implement this approach within the next two years. As a result, we expect 
to see further migration from traditional ALM metrics such as Gap Analysis 
towards simulation-based measures such as NII-at-Risk and NEV-at-Risk. 



Despite the recent regulatory and industry attention on operational nsk 
management, the majonty of survey partiapants d c a t e d  they are only 
in the preliiinary phases of operational nsk framework development. 
Howeve~ a strong rninority indicated their organizations are already in the 
h a 1  phase (rnanaging operational risk). The ovenvhelming driver for 
operationai risk framework implementations has been regulatory aaivity, 
although nearly a third of respondents envision gaining a competitive edge. 

Currently, the most common operational risk management structure used 
by respondents involves an independent operationai risk control and audit 
funaion with active involvement by the board and senior rnanagement. 
Nearly a quarter of the respondents did not have a centralized operationai 
risk managernent shcture; rather, operational risk management is a 
funaion of the business units without independent oversight One would 
expea this decentralized unmonitored approach to decrease in popularity 
as organizations move into the latter stages of operational risk management 
implementation and as more organizations try to incorporate operational risk 
management into corporate sirategy. 

Given the limited time frame that focus has been placed on operational risk 
management, a minority of swvey pariicipants rated their operational risk 
management as being very capable. Loss event data is somewhat, but not 
extensively, used, either implying that data is unavailable or is not robust 
enough to use as a primary tool. The most heavily planned approach in the 
next iwo years is the use of risk indicators. Clearly, there is a recognized need 
to enhance systems and technology significantly. 

. . 

The events that occurred on September 11,zoo1 were a reminder for many 
companies about the risks of business continuity. Because ofthis, many 
companies reviewed and rehed  their Business Continuity Plam ("BCP"). 
Geographic diversity, employee safety procedures, and system-data backup 
faalities are among the popular topics addressed by many parücipants' 
BCPs. We obsened that cost ofbusiness intemption still appears to be a big 
unhown for many institutions; however, most partiupants have a target 
recovery time from large-scale business intemptiom. 

ta warehouse 
implementations currently appear to be penasive among the participants, 
with over 50% of budgetary resources allocated to these two categories. 
For a majority of partiapants, ladi of integration across disparate platíoms 
continua to be a major concem with respect to the existing infrastructure in 
addition to timely reporting limitations. Not surprisingly, the three highest- 
ranking priority criteria in the selection/implementation of new risk systems 
are flexibility, cost and ability to integrate. 



6 Risk taking is an integral pari of a ñnancial senices institution's business 
aaivities. Although the responsibility and accountability for managing risk 
oftentimes remain with the businesses, many firms have estabiished formal 
risk govemance strubures consisting of risk committees, groups, funaions 
and officers with various responsibilities. 

We have seen a trend towards the modem nsk manager playing a strategic 
tole in an institution's deasion-making hierarchy, where altematives are 
considered by balancing the risklreward trade-offs. Many instihitions are 
seeing the benefit of a central risk function, where a Chief Risk Omcer 
("CRO") or equivalent works dosely with the senior leadership team to 
improve business processes and enhance the decision-making process. 

The respondents to our survey have 
confirmed this trend The maiority on 

(62%) indicated that they c&entiy 
have a centralized nsk management 
funaion. In addition, a significant 
portion of the respondents using a 
decentralized approach is planning 
to move to a centralized approach. 
Among those that continue with 
a decentralized approach to risk 
management, responsibilities are 
prirnarily distributed on a regional, 
gwgraphic basis. As more ñnanaal 
institutions develop more integrated 
risk systems, the trend towards 
centraiization of risk management in 
financia1 institutions shodd continue. Crnlraliked ~ ~ e n u a ~ i ~ d - ~ i r t  D~enua l i z td -  D ~ r r n t r a ~ h t d  

h ~ e  BurinerrUnit hgional 
In most finanaal institutions (gj%), 
the Board of Directors executes its 
risk oversight function through delegated authority to a CRO, senior officer 
or a nsk committee. Less than half (47%) of the respondents indicated that 
the Board of Directors has ultimate responsibility for the management and 
control of risks. Approximately one ñfth (21%) identified the CRO as having 
overall responsibiiity for risk management oversight. 



With day-to-day nsk management playing an increasingly important role 
in the eyes of shareholders and regulators, many ñnancial institutions have 
appointed a CRO to oversee the execution of the nsk management strategies 
and policies. However, not all orgamzations have felt the need to appoint 
a CRO - more than one third (35%) of our respondents reported they do not 
have one. Among those that have a CRO, approximately a third (32%) 
indicated that the CRO reports to the Board of Directors. Another third (32%) 
said that the function reports to the CEO. The remaming third of the 
respondents noted that the CRO reports to various committees. 

Headrof hiiinii 

As competition for business leads financia1 seMce institutions to seek new 
avenues to generate revenues (with new risk proñies), the importance of 
having an independent risk oversight function has inaeased. While the leve1 
of independence in the risk oversight function has inaeased relative to a few 
years ago, some institutions (27%) still do not have an independent risk 
function. 

The responsibiüties of a risk oversight function sometimes overlap with the 
responsib'ities of other funciions (sudi as interna1 audit and compliance) in 
the organization. A rnajority of those with an independent risk oversight 
function have identified the following as primary responsibiüties of the 
"Independent Risk Oversight" function: 

u Risk analytics and reporting (86%) 

Developing poiiies and controls and monitoring compliance (81%) 

» Monitoring risk exposure versus limits (73%) 

Independent verification of risk methodologies (62%) 

Several institutions indicated that the responsibility of the nsk oversight 
funciion is more lirnited (e.g., develop poliaes and control procedures, 
monitor compliance and perform risk analytics and reporfing), whereas 
verification of risk methodologies and mo~toring nsk exposure is perhaps 
a secondaiy function. 
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More than a decade has passed since the BIS introduced the 1988 Capital 
Accord. In order to improve the risk sensitivity of reguiatoiy capital 
measures, the Basel Comrnittee on Banking Supemision released a detailed 
set of proposals (the New Basel Capital Accord) in lanuary 2001. The New 
Accord provides for progressively sophisticated approaches to calnilate 
minimum capital requirements for aedit and operational Nk. The new 
proposal is expected to be h i i z e d  by mid-2003 with an implementation 
date currently stipulated for 2006. 

Credit Risk 
The survey findings in the sphere of credit nsk vis-a-vis Basel 11 are 
dominated by the following theme: the Advanced Interna1 Ratings Based 
('IRB") approach is dearly recognized as the preferred target reguiatory 
approach. However, from a data and systems perspective, relatively few banks 
consider themselves in a position to qualify for this approach today or at the 
New Accord implementation date. 

A surprisingly high propoition (50%) ofthe respondents indicated that they 
do not currently have capital ailocation approaches to support any of &e 
proposed methods for aedit risk capital under the New Accord. 

This result appears to support the 
notion of a significant disconnect mtal 
between larger and mid-sized 
institutions regarding their 
preparedness for the new regulatoiy B c~mnt 

regime. In general, the relatively small Planncd 

group of the very largest banks 
worldwide have remained engaged in 
the New Basel Capital Accord proposal 
process, and currently are better 
positioned to implement the new 
proposals. Given the absence of 
complexity in the standardized 
approach (relative to other 
methodologies), it is nota suqxise 
that most instimions planto adopt 
thk approach jnitially and progres to Standard 

APpmarh 
more sophisticated methods over time. 



A majoriíy (55%) planto implement the advanced IRB approach in the 
future. The results also seem to conñrm that most institutions recognize 
the benefits from ul!jmately adopting the more sophisticated approaches 
available for credit risk 

From an implementation perspective, the state of data, systerns and 
processes are viewed currently as inadequate for qualification with the IRB 
framework as evidenced from the graph klow. 

In our view, these gaps and chailenges stem from a number of trends as the 
banking landscape has evolved in the last decade. Consolidation within the 
industry in combination with disparate systems and fractured / linear 
rnanagement around the aedit processes has resuited in the absence of any 
meaningfd consistent historical data around aedit (default, recovery, etc.) 
in most instihitions. Invesmient in aedit MIS and data storesldata rnaas 
has not kept pace with growth in businesses and products, especially in the 
commercial banking arena. 

ch 

MMwh Work mSomeWwk LiMeWork DooNotApply 



Operational Risk 
The greatest foms or area of concem for institutions as they address the 
New Accord's operational nsk requirements so far has been collecting and 
ensuring integrity of their loss event data history (60% and 5494, 
respectively). Consistent with this ñnding is the inaeased focus on related 
activities: developing quantitative metrics (52%) and capital allocation for 
operational risk (52%). Institutions appear to be less concemed about 
developing qualitative metrics today (33%), probably due to the fact that 
interna1 audit and nsk managers have become comfortable with sudi 
measures over the years. 

Similar to our findings in credit nsk, a large percentage of the respondents 
(45%) favor the most advanced approach (the Loss Distribution method) as 
their target environment. However, there seems to be little consensus with 
respea to potential for regulatory relief under different operational risk 
methods. In faa, a little more than a third (M%) of the respondents 
expressed their inability to judge the methodologies' relative capital 
requirements while al1 other choices eliated roughly equal preference. 

In our view, the responses reflect some of the ambiguity that currently exists 
with respea to implementation of the operational risk proposals. However, 
the ñnding indicates inconsistency with the regulatory objective of providing 
some capital relief from adoption of more sophisticated methods. 



Market Risk 
The responses reiating to market risk dearly demonstrate that the industry 
has evolved towards sophisticated approaches in line with reguiatory intent 
since the b t  Basel market risk guidelines came into force more than five 
years ago. Only 23% of the participants stiU rely on the standardized 
approach whereas nearly M f  (52%) use some form ofVaR-based measures 
for regulatory capital purposes. The experience with market nsk may provide 
a preview of how institutions implement the reguiatory framework for aedit 
and operational risk over the upcoming years. However, two faaors may 
compiicate the speedy adoption of advanced methods. First, credit and 
particularly operational data and analytical systems are significantly behind 
their market risk counterparts due to the scarcity of aciively traded markets. 
Secondiy, value-at-risk measures were widely being accepted as an indusüy 
standard best practice for measuring and reporting market risk at the time 
the reguiatory d e s  for rnarket risk were implemented. Economic-based 
measures for aedit and espeaally operational risk are still in their relative 
infancy. Consequently, we expect the process of adoption of advanced 
methods to be slower for these risk types. 

Implementing economic capital aliocation systems and processes has been 
a major focus for many ñnancial institutions for more than 10 years. Many 
approaches have been developed and used for aliocating economic capital 
that vary widely in terms of level of sophiitication and basic approach. 
For the most part, econornic capital methods in place at large ñnanaal 
institutions have had significant intluence on the New Basel Capital Accord 
proposais for regulatory capital. 

Two-thirds (65%) of surveyed instihitions had some form of economic capital 
measures in place at the enterprise level. Future plans of these institutions 
dearly indicate a wend towards more granular and deeper economic capital 
aliocation within the organization. Trends for computaüon of risk-adjusted 
profitability measures are consistent but not as prevaient as economic capital 
at lower levels within the organization. Interestingly, more institutions have 
RAROC measures at the transaction level(27.6) than at the produa or desk 
level (18%). This finding reveals that organizations have probably focused 
more on risk-based priang than post-ongination performance or profitability 
measurement. 

Relative to the proportion of institutions that assign economic capital for 
credit and rnarket risks, fewer institutions assign economic capital for 
operational risk, with slightly less than half of respondents (46%) allocating 
capital for operational risk. A slight majority (52%) of institutions aggregate 
institutional level economic capital based on an independence assumption 
among capital measures from diierent sources: credit, market and 
operationaL This assumption is likely to be increasingiy challenged given 
the dependenaes and conelations in losses observed from different sources 
in the marketplace. 



U Enterprise Risk Managernent is an area that draws a lot of attention from risk 
managers, executives and shareholders. Although its definition varies among 
practitioners, the conceptual underpinning of ERM is in integrating risk 
mawement aaoss risk m e s  . 
(e.g., market, credit, operational. etc), . . 
business hnes (e.g., banlong, trading, 
securines, etc.) and geographical 

High Pnorify S Mcderate Pnorw Low Pnorify Already Have 

locations. 

Survey questions in the ERM arena 
related to the degree of nsk 
integration aaoss the organization, 
primary areas of focus in the 
evolution towards the ERM 
framework, the leve1 of risk 
consolidation, and the risk 
management infrastructure 
integration chaiienges experienced 
due to mergers. 

For a majority of participants (57%) 
integration aaoss risk types is a high 
priority. Some pariicipants (17%) 
believe that they have already achiwed 
this integration. Fewer respondents 
(39%) regard consolidating risk across 
business units as a high priority Only 
6% of partiapants indicated that they 
have the ability to consolidate risk 
measurement and management 
aaoss risk types, business lines and 
geography. 

Not surprisingly, RAROC-related 

(onro da, ona<iou 
y q i a p n  < oca orr 44% 11% 

component areas, e.g. firmwide 
economic capital, risk adjusted I n l q M n q  ALMmodeling 

WilhmaLetVaR 

performance and consistent risk- 
based pricing, are considered a high b*gr.tillqmlliet 

andridit"rli 

priority among the pariicipants (30%. 
34% and 36% respectively). These Rirliadjmtdrhareholdii 

vaiuemanagmnt 

components are typicaiiy pre- 
0% 60% 1WY 



requisites towards implementation 
of enterprisewide risk adjusted 

Wdl lntegrated E SMmuhat lntqrated Notlntqrated performance measurement 
capabilities. Shareholder value 
management was most commoniy oiidfy>. o *  ha 

reported as a low pnority. ' 9  r i i i m  n.irmr,qmit 
1ia,ai>.r m r u i t n m e  15% 

.>..",<..",.,~..O,~.L., . .,- . - , - . -. - 
For manv of the oarhci~ants. the risk 
management integration efforts Mimodology levil 

~e.q.<aniutrtdrratInqa<mrr 

appear to have started at the biinsriiirrwhirhanintign~d 
u«th ma!kctri*memdologyi 

organization level, i.e. 43% stated that 
they already have a we~i~inte~rared 5,<.in. *a 

L a  ><nq"'1* niraii 
risk managemenr organizanonal a"lY S rgtin, 18% 

function. Data, system and ~mduamnwrtenfr~ruhri '3 

methodology integration appears to be ~~~1 

less than ideal for many participants. li4.a°nqle"dila 
uarebhauwirurd<oratenth 

The amount of resources and time it armiitionlanistiani 

takes to integrate risk data, systems 0% 20% 40% m% 80% 1m 
and methodologies may partly explain - i n ~ ~  
this finding. Many parhapants stated 
that system (55%) and data (47%) 
related integration issues are most 
challenging for their ERM oiganizafional 

implementation <nni"uringmd 
p m a s i e d a i g n  

About 41% of the parucipana have 
experienced a merger in the past ruo o,.r lpmrnt I 

ion, i i nc  12% 
years. Among the participana who mt:.ooooq, 

h a v ~  ~merienced  a mereer. IA% and ...r.... - ~ ~ ~ - -  u - ~ .  -7 - ~~-~~~ 

18% respeciively, stated that their risk ~f i t en~  0lqid:On 

management infrasbuchire is *vety d n ~ d . t o m a ~ o -  

wel? i r  "well" inteprated. In general, 
the average responses gravitated 
towards "somewhat integrated". 
Among the participants, who have 
experienced a merge~ 64% stated that 0% 20% 4% 60% 804 IOW 

inLgrating the data and systems of ation 
the merged parhes proved to be the 

i MortGmllenging $o ünllengmg LeartChallenging most chalienging; while for this group 
compliance with separate regulatory 
standards was repo&d as 
"chalienging" by sz%, and "most 
challenging" by only 9%. 



14 As the aedit markets have experienced strong growth in the last decade, 
the concept of "active" credit portfoiio management has atti-aaed increased 
attention over the traditional "originate and hold" approach. This evolution 
has become feasible dueto 
dwelopments on both the supply and fi . . 
demand sides with respect to uedit. 
Inaeased liquidity in the aedit 
markets via stnichired aedit kbrSrMrr htufiv Amom"oo" 1% Priring 

11% 
products, advanced risk analytics via [rPdlLine 

1% 21% 

quantitative models, and sophisticated 16% 

risk management produas via aedit 
denvatives have gone a long way 
towards satisfymg the appetite of non- 
traditional aedit participants sudi as 
insurance companies, pension funds 
and money managers as they seek 
improved risk-adjusted yields while 
achieving enhanced diversification. 16% 

Srm [ad 
26% 

Despite the recent recession and poor 
performance of the aedit markets, 
more than twethirds of survey . . 
paaiapants indicated that they do not 
intend to tighten their undeiwnting 
standards (69% for commercial and 

hie~ad MaN'iv Pricing 
72% for consumer aedit). Only a 1% Amonization 21% 

G"ll"t0, 

minority of instihitions is tightening Debtserrio 1% 

standards (30% for commercial and 
20% for consumer aedits) - with the 
exception being wmmercial real 
estate, where 43% of responses 
indicated a tightening among lenders. 
For consurner credit, approximately 
10% indicated an easing of standards. 
A possible explanation for the limited 
tightening at tbis stage of the 16% 15% 

economic cyde may be that firms collateral 

have already adjusted their simtegy U% 

to address marketplace chailenges. 



Partiapants rnay also feel that risk management tools at their disposal have 
more adequately equipped them to conduct business effectively in these 
difficult times. Relative to past slowdowns, the finanaal senices indusv, 
in general, is much beiter capitalized and therefore has a greater appetite 
for risk (especiaüy since aedit premiums for risher asset dasses have 
remained high relative to historial experience). Indeed, one of the most 
frequently quoted tools to tighten standards is pricing (22% for comrnercial 
and 27% for consumer), whereas reducing aedit lines and aedit limits as a 
way to tighten lending standards attracted only approlemately 10% of 
responses. These findings may be indicative of a growing acceptance 
of a risklreward philosophy and comfort with more advanced risk analytics 
(e.g., sconng and priang) and hedging tools (sudi as aedit derivatives, 
see fwther below) instead of the traditional loss-avoidance approach. 

. , . . 

Approxirnately halfof the respondents condua regular testing of their 
intemal risk ratings, using extemal ra!ings as benchmarks and / or intemal 
historial loss experience (53% and 57% respectively (with some using both)). 
Not surprisingly, these institutions have found their rating system to perform 
with at least some degree of consistency. Yet, a significant minority (40%) 
does not conduct any benchmarking analyses on a regular basis, and 
consequently is unaware of the performance or effeaiveness of internal risk- 
rating systems. 

In the area of counterparty exposure measurement and portíolio analytics. 
many respondents appear to have advanced beyond the basics. 
For counterparty exposure measurement, many respondents currently rely 
on potential exposure alculation at tramadon level (46%) and aggregate 
exposure at the counterparty level (48%). Only 24% continue to use principal 
plus add-on as the approach for potential exposure estimation. This finding 
is down from 40% of the participan& in our ~ g g g  nsk suniey. Future 
developments focus on increasing the use of aggregation and indusion of 
collateral and netüng agreements in exposure measures. More advanced 
simulation-based methods are being planned as the target environment at 
only one in five (19%) respondents. 

Credit concentration analyses remains 
the most common approach to credit 
pordolio risk management 
(performed by 96% of the 
respondents to at least some degree 
and up from 88% ofthe rggg 
partiapants). Porfolio loss 
distnbution analyses 
(expected/unexpecfed loss measures) 
has broad acceptance among 
respondents as 44% use them 
extensively and an additionalp% rely 
somewhat on this approach. Future 
developments in this area appear to 
be fomsed on developing risk/retum "," 
and mark-to-mket analytics. ciedit RIWeward Pa#Ualiabond Po#Uoliomaik~ Expefledl 

ronrpntiation optimization lnmlerpiiring lo-maikel u n u p m d  
anahrir larranalyrir 



Nine out of 10 respondents (92%) consider the theliness of aedit nsk 
analysis and reporting to be timely or at least somewhat timely, although the 
largest overall group was somewhat timely (66%). This overall response is a 
bit surprising given the often-raised systems and data scarcity issues. Indeed, 
the quality of the credit MIS was ated by 70% of respondents as a key 
contnbuting factor for any less-than-satisfactory timeliness in reporting: 

Pnmary pi Sxondary Not a reaion 

Credit risk mitigation and management currently rely heavily on the 
traditional tools of coliateral, guarantees and syndications with extensive 
usage reported as 76%, 51% and 25% respeciively. Securitization and some 
newer tools sudi as aedit derivatives, aedit insurance and maao hedging 
are slowly gaining acceptance - possibly indicating a shifi towards a more 
"aaive poafolio management" approach. 

Plannedl-lyir. 

Plamid cl yr. 

$% Somwhat 

Extemiue 
1RditdirWafivil 
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The extensive use of aedit derivatives is currently limited, involving mostly 
single name CDS (e.g., 8% extensively use credit default swaps). A much 
larger portion (approximately a third of the responses), indicated a more 
iiiited use of aedit derivative instnments (e.g., 27% reported they 
somewhat use both aedit default swaps and total retum swaps). Responses 
indicate that future reliance on these instrument. wiii more than likely 
continue to grow, as the interaaion between advanced risk management 
analytics, better systems and use of risk transfer instruments continues 
to improve. 



1.8 

testing are among the most commonly used 
techniques to measure market risk. Many fims and other parties, 
such as academia and vendors, 
continue in their quest for improving 
these methodologies. For example, 
integrating stress testing with VaR, 
incorporating event risk and liquidity 
nsk into the VaR frarnework and 
improving volatilily estirnation 
techniques are among the hot topics 
of research. 

Nearly two-thuds (Gj%) of the 
partiapants already have one or more 
of the market VaR models (22% have 
multiple VaR models). Those without 
a VaR model men t ly  state that it is 
either a high (50% of this group) ora 
mediurn (40%) priority ta implement 
one in the near tenn. 

Aside from the VaR model 
implementation, the partiapants 

e placed the highest prionty on e 

intematine stress tests uito their VaR Currently Covrred S Plannrdmindilde NO Plm 

analkcs 62%). Incomoratine -* , 
liqddity risk into V ~ R  calda;ions 

Equig 
also attracts medium (35%) to high 
(15%) prionty from partiapants. MBS,CMOI 

Despite the exatement in academic 
cides, few partiapants (4%) have Arret-ba<Mreoiniier 

already implemented the Extreme 
Value Theory (EVT) and most do not CBDr.CiOrand [DOS 

place a high priority on this approach. 
Comrndily 

Smce most institutions' VaR analytics 
started with "plain vanilla" fked- ~ ~ l a ~ o p h ~ O l . l h ~ e Y e " ~  

drinninrniminu 
income and foreign-mency 
insmunents, we asked the E M ~  

partiapants whether their market VaR 1om 



models also handle more complex 
stniaured products. The answers 
varied signiñcantly as not all of these 
produm are traded actively in every 
market globaliy. However, a general 
írend is that many participants report 
that their models already handle 
structured prcducts such as CMOs 
and MBSs (49%), ABSs (48%), and 
CBOs, CLOs, and CDOs (41%). 
On average about 20% of the 
participants plan to indude these 
products in their VaR analytics. 
Energy and c a m o p h e  instruments 
are relatively new to the markets and 
fewer partiapants cover them in their 
VaR analytics (14% and 16% 
respectively). Nearly three-quarters 
(75% to 80%) of the paaicipants do 
not plan to indude these instnunents 
in their VaR analytics. 

One of the challenges to many VaR 
approaches is incorporating event risk 
into the caldations. Many 
institutions (48%) use stress test 
scenarios to compensate for this 
issue. However many participants 
plan to implement more sophisticated 
approaches to integrate event risk 
with VaR analytics via fat-tailed 
statistical models (js%), extreme value 
theory (31%) and jump dimision 
models (20%). Interestingly, more 
respondents planto use EVT than 
reported that EVT was a research 
and development priority 

A key input to market VaR 
calcdations is the volatility 
of the underlying market prices. 
We obseived that the dominating 
approaches for calcuiating tnarket 
volatility are EWMA (56%) and 
implied volaüiity (55%) based 
approaches. Both of these findings 
are h i i e r  than they were in our 
1999 survey, with 33% and 25%. 
respdvely for EWMA and implied 
volatility, of that group's participants. 
The largest group of participants 
updates their market volatility mcdels 
frequently, e.g. daily (37%). When we 

Cuirenthuud Eg Planloure No Plan 

No Aan 

0% 10% 80% 



correiate the answers to this question with those of the previous question, 
it appears that most of the institutions that update their volatility models 
daiiy do not use the volatility models ated above. We surmise that they use 
simple standard deviation calculations or outsource volatility data from risk 
data vendors. 

The results of our earlier surveys and other indusüy sweys  have indicated 
that the use of stress testing is quite common among practitioners. When we 
asked the partiapants about how they use siress test analysis, the majorig of 
the respondents reported they use it for an understanding of the firm's risk 
profile (81%) and senior management reporting (7%). We believe that these 
results are dueto the more intuitive naiure of stress test analysis than VaR 
analysis. In addition, a signiiicant portion of the respondents (58%) use 
stress test analyses to set limits and as a tngger for further analysis. An 
interesting finding is that 30% of partiapants use stress test analysis to 
aliocate econornic capitai and 23% have plans to do so. 

The most common frequency of stress testing for institutions for all books is 
"annuaiiy". The exceptions are the trading book (where 32% of partiapants 
implement stress testing daily) and the banking and investment bwks 
(where 38% and 34% of partiupants, respeciively, stress test monthly). 
Surprisingly, 49% of the partiapants only stress test their emerging portfolio 
annualiy. Contnbuting to this obsewation is that many partiapants 
implement stress testing at the sarne frequency across all of their baoks; only 
15% of the pariiapants have a schedule of varying frequency for stress testing 
depending upon baok type. These pariiapants typicaliy stress test liquid and 
aaively traded bwks more frequently, presumably where there is more 
robust data available; paradoxically, stress testing may benefit most the 
portfolios where it is inherently most difficult to apply. 

ntional ALM measures su& as 
Net Interest Income ("NII") and Net Economic Value ("NEV) are 
inaeasingiy being integrated, as many risk system vendors are focusing on 



providing forward-looking balance- 
sheet modeluig capabilities. We asked 
partiapants about the types of ALM ~ c ~ r e n t l y ~ ~ e d  &P Qknnedmu~.  No Plan 

analvses thev D ~ O ~ U C ~  and how thev ~, , . 
planto integrate ALM with market 
risk analysis. 

Equigat-Rirk 

We are not surprised to see that 
the traditional ÁLM analysis 
(i.e. Gap Analysis) still dominates knrlwiryanalyrir 

ofNaEranomiValue(YEV] 
ALM reporting. Five out of six (85%) 
partiapants use Gap Analysis in their 
ALM deasion-making processes, knrliriryanalyrir 

ofNet In t ie r t lnmmi  INIII 
while 71% use NI1 and 60% use NEV 
sensitivity analysis. As more 
institutions realiie the potential of 
NEV and NI1 sensitivity, we expea 
this difference to deaease. Dueto its 0% w IW % 

sophistication and computational 
intensity, equity-at-risk type of analysis 
men t ly  is being used only by 37% of 
the partiapants. Many institutions Daily s w e e n y  s ~ o n m l y  Quantily D lnnua l ly  

report conducting vanous ALM 
analyses on a "monthly" basis except 
for the "Equity at RisK' iype of 
analysis that typically requires a more ~y i ly+ t .n i~k  

intense computational m-time. 
These results confirm our 
expeciations as many institutions Sar ldqana ly3 i r  

o f N a E ~ ~ n ~ m i < Y a l ~ ~ i U E V l  
tpically condua monthly ALCO 
meetings that require such analysis. 

SmPiMryanaly3il 

Tne majority of the partiapants have o f ~ ~ ~ n t c r c ~ t ~ n c m e ( ~ ~ ~ ~  

at least somewhat integrated interest 
rate risk management of their 

Gapanalyrir 
banking and trading book (60%), 
with 14% of the remaining 0% 10% 60% 1CQ% 
paaiapants planning to integrate 
within the next two years. The 
partiapants who do not have plans 
to integrate are tpically insurance 

NO plan 
companies, for which this questi0n toinRgiatr Wellintegrafed 

does not direaly apply 

The largest group of the partiapants 
(42%) has already implemented a 
simulation-based ALM system. One 
third (33%) of participants plan to 
implement it within an average of 
1.4 years. 



12 Many financial s e ~ c e s  institutions have shifted their resources for 
developing and/or improving their operational risk rnanagement processes. 
This change was also adaiowledged in the New Basel Capital Accord, which 
introduced capital requirements for operationai nsk and provided a nurnber 
of methods for quantification of operationai risk. 

Operational risk management 1s stüi a new concept and has not been fdiy 
developed and implemented. Most respondents are in the preiirninary phases 
of implementing operational nsk management The largest percentage (43%) 
of respondents rank themselves at the beginning of the process. m Phase I 

(identifying operational risk types and data gathering), whiie 13% of 
respondents ranked themselves in Phase 4 (management of operational risk). 
Appromtely one in seven respondents (15%) have not begun 
implementing operational risk management. 

Regulatory adivity appears to be the 
biggest driver in respondents' 
decisions to implement operational ~ h m z :  

C r e a t i n g m e f M f ~ l m n i t m g  
nsk management with 65% of earhvpafoperationalnrk P h a r ~  1: 

marel: 
10% 

lhnbfying operational i i k l y p a  
respondents noting it as a factor Managm~mafoperational iY anddaiagathpring 

leading to their decision to implement 13% 4396 

operational risk management. As the 
deadlines for complying with the New 
Basel Capital Accord have been 
delayed, most respondents seem 
to be only in the preiiminary stages 
of implementing an operational risk 
framework. The other leading 

opiailanalrirkmanagamemt contributing factors to implementing 15% maíe3: 

operational risk management all Derbping rnrthodologier 
forguantificatan of rkb 

relate to strategic management 1956 

decisions: 

catego~ % of Total Participants 
Responses to regulatory activity 65% 
Request of risk management or senior leadership 50% 
Develop a competitive advantage 39% 
Foliowing an industty trend 37% 

Readion to loss events (either intemal or externai) 35% 



As noted, although the regulatory 
reouirement seems to be the main ~~ ~ ~ 

driver pushing operational risk efforts, 
many view the benefits as more than 
just regulatory compliance - it 
faolitates Drocess im~rovement and 
cost reduction. 

Currently, the most wmmon 
operational risk management 
sttucture involves an independent 
operational risk control and audit 
function with active involvement by 
the board and senior management 
(60%) of resoondents. Nearly a 

lnd~pmdcntopmtiomairi~k Qpeiationainrkmanagemem independentope~tionalrirk 
CMUO~ and aud'nhnfli~n iinaartiongbrcn conuoiandaudithinflbn 
wilhminimalilll0klmcnt forthenganilation with adue invdwmem 

by BaadandSenioiManag~ment 4% by BoardandSmioimnagentnl 

quarter of the respondents (24%) does k~eaiponribii i~ofbdnpirunitr 
withnoindepid~mov~lright 

not have a centralized operational N k  24% 

management sttucture; rather, 
operational risk rnanagement is 
considered the funaion of the business units without independent oversight. 
We would expeci this decentralized, unrnonitored approacb to deuease in 
popdarity as organizations move into the latter stages of operational risk 
management irnplementation and as more organizations incorporate 
operationai risk management into corporate strategy. 

Compliance with i n t e h  controls is the main area of focus for operationai 
risk management with al1 respondents (78% indicate it is a "main fonis" 
and 22% indicate they are "at least somewhat focused" on it). Best practice 
procedures and uoss~rganizational/enter~se operational risk management 
were two other areas that respondents felt had at least some of the 
organization's focus (96% and 88% indicating at least somewhat of focus 
areas, respectively). interestingly, capital ailocation was split, being listed 
quite ofien as an area of focus for organizations (42%). but also the area that 
received the highest response rate of having no organizational foms (32%). 
The idea of quantification of risk for non-finand implications was rarely 
listed as an area of high fonis (22%), but rather listed as an area with at least 
some focus (78%). This provides fuaher conha t ion  that the partkipants 
view operational risk management as faalitating process irnprovement and 
cost reduction. 

Interna1 audit results/scores and risk and seif-assessment techniques are the 
most commonly used techniques for managing operational risk by the 
respondents' organizations, as shown in the chart on the next page. 
Tediniques such as risk mapping, risk indicators, and causal event analysis 
are cunently not commoniy used, but respondents of organizations not 
using these techniques often list them as being in the short-term planning 
phases. On the other hand, Six Sigma is used by only very few respondents - 
and a vast majority do not have plans for its use in the future. 



As operational risk management becomes more widespread, we expect 
the usage of additional tools such as balanced scorecards, total quality 
management and loss event databases will become more prevalent. 

n i e  survey parücipants were split as to whether operational risk 
benchmarks should be developed with a topdown or bottom-up approach 
(44% to 38% respectively, and 18% not laiowing which approach would be 
best). This data may reflect the institutions' overall preferentes for topdown 
or bottom-up risk analyses, or biases based upon the current state of 
operational nsk approaches. 

Survey partiapants recognize the need for enhancing current operational risk 
systems and technologies (see chart on the next page). This is expected given 
the large nurnber of respondents that are in the preliminary phase of 
operationai nsk management It appears most organizations' risk 
management systems have basic capabilities (such as data gathering and 
reporting) but lack complex capabilities (such as exposure caldations and 
scenano and model building). The vast majority of respondents did not 
believe their organization was very capable in any of the aforementioned 
functional areas, appropriately recognizing the need for industty-wide 
improvement Interestingly, data gathering, which is the building block 
needed to aeated advanced capabilities, has the lowest response rate of very 
capable, but has the highest overall response as an existing functionality. The 
area respondents most often listed their organization as bemg very capable in 
was the reporting function, but, surprisingly, nearly a quarter reported their 
operational risk management systems do not have any repomng 
funciionality at all. 



Given the participants' responses, data gathering techniques are viewed as 
important but need much improvement. It would be expected that as the 
data gathering functionality improves for the respondents' operational 
nsk management systems, reporting and higher-leve1 functionalities 
would also improve. 

With respea to allocating resources 
to operational nsk management, 
augmenting the staff level by more 
than 30% has the highest number of 
respoidents (m%), despite 50% of 
respondents indicatmg no pkns for 
an inaease in staR. Memal 
consulting represents the smallest 25 

level of p i a ~ e d  increase in dedicated 
o~erational risk rnanaeement ., 
risources with only 38% of 
respondents planniig an inaease. I < p ~ n ~ m d  m ~ d d  

Since 96% of respondents listed building 

operational risk management as being 
a seo% focus of the organization, it is 

O a l a g a l h e ~ q  not surprisiig that the first place they 
would plan increases and 
improvements would be systems and 
technology and then staK 



26 The tragic events that occurred on September 11,2001 impacted the 
operational capabilities of many fim beyond any prior occurrences and 
beyond any antiapation. Many financial institutions were signficantly 
aiTected by the atta&. Most of these fims are revisiting their Business 
Continuity Plans ("BCP") and rcthinlgng the depth and breadth of 
dismptions that can occur in the future. 

Res~ondents re~orted a varietv 
of impacts as a result of the events 
of September 11, 2001. A slight 
majority (52%) of the participants 
stated that they experienced some 
form of business dismption. One in 
seven (15%) participants - mostly the 
No& Arnerican banks and those 
intemational banks with a 
considerable North Amencan 
presence - appear to have been 
affeaed more than the others. 
Reduced workspace (23%). severed 
communications (23%) and 
disrupted vendar seMces (19%) are 
the three highest ranking effects 
among the partiapants. 

A wide majority of partiapants RCPs 
addressed traditional BCP areas in 
their plan such as hckup and off-site 
storage implementation, crisis 
response procedures, employee safety 
program and business irnpact 
analysis. 

The risk of geographic concentration 
was vividly iiiustrated by the events of 
Septemkr 11,2001, in ways that most 
people had never considered. We 
witnessed many companies relocating 
some of their offices and badt-up 
faalities. A majonty of participants 
(52%) responded that their BCP 

Q m t  building 12% 

lameriry 

Qmrreganbtan 
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considered geographic concentrations in the same building, with lesser 
groups reporting that their BCP considered other concentrations. 

Some of the topics covered by partiapants' BCPs have already been 
implemented, e.g. pre-defined diain of command (54%). dual-site data center 
(49%) and geographical diversity (46%). In addition, the highest priority 
being fonised on currently seerns to be on secuing business continuity 
agreements with thiid-party seMce providers (25%) and implementing 
advanced telecommuting/communication capabilities. 

We asked paríicipants to note their best estimate of cost of seMce 
intemptions. However, partiapants did not have a command of the cost 
impaa of sudi outages and events - aii partiapants stated in effea that they 
do not have an estimate. 

While 22% of the participants did not have a target recovery time 
for business intemption, the remainiq participants stated a varying range 
of targeted recovery time. We calculated the weighted average target recovery 
time as approximately eight hours. 

.HighP!ionv gíMdeiatPPnonq Low Pnoriv Alrcady Haw 



28 The advances in risk research and supporting software, computer and 
telecommunications technology have allowed many risk technology vendors 
to proliferate the market with new and improved risk analytical systems. 
In this sedion of the suniey, partiapants identified their priorities for risk IT 
development efforts, their allocated IT budgets, their concems with the 
existing systems, and their aiteria for 
selecting/building risk systems. 

Advanced credit risk systems appear 
to be on the top of the participants' 
technology inv~stmen<list. 0;e in 
five ha%) ~ a r t i a ~ a n t s  stated that < ,  , =  
they have already implemented tn!eiprsriideriii 

advanced credit risk systems, and dao-wanhoiatd~loprnent 

45% placed a high priority on such ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ d ~ i t  
iiskmPirunnimryrtini 

systems. This theme is a continuation 
from the 1999 participants who ~ d ~ ~ n o d ~ ~ r i ~ t ~ ~ ~ r y n ~ ~ ~  

reported that credit risk systems were 
their hi&est priority. - 
The next h i i e s t  priority system oarnonalnrt  

niiaronmmt~trtim 

irnplementation plan appears to be for 
enterprise-wide data warehouse implimmniinganin'wJrdtd 

mlateralnanaiiimmryrtim 

development, which is key to attaining 
an integrated ERM framework. 
Market risk systems appear to 
continue to rank relatively high on the 

n 

priority iist. 
~ n i ~ p r a p w i d ~  R A K S ~ r t c r n  

Risk IT system budgets varied widely OprationalRirk Rirk l f i tem 1% CrdilRirkSystyitrm 
3% QlhW 

Syrtcm 6% 29% 
for participanh. However, we 13% 

obsenied that the average annual IT 
spending budget is approximately 
$3.5 million and the median 1T 
budget is a b u t  $1 million. The 
highest risk IT budget was stated as 
$50 million. niis dispersion is a 
function of global institutions' 
varying sizes, mix of operations and 
current cutbacks in technology 
spending at many institutions. 



The allocation of the nsk IT budget 
appears to be consistent with the 
participants' IT irnplementation 
priorities (¡.e. medit risk systems are 
allocated the highest budget (29%), 
foliowed by the enterprise data 
warehousé (24%) a n d  market nsk 
system implementation (4%)). 

The biggest concem with the 
partiapants' current nsk 
management systems appears 
to f o m  on the la& of integration 
between the systems (55% list it as a 
major concern). This is a continued 
theme from the rggg partiapants, 
who most frequently reported kck of 
integration as an issue in their nsk 
systems. Many parüupants aiso 
stated that integrating systems is a . . 
major chailenge towards attaining an vt1~'' 
ERM framework. 

As risk analysis techniques advance 
and inaeasingly involve simulations, 
more computational power is FIU~~~I IV 

required for fiequent calculations and ,biiiIyminrigmwvithuirliagrptw 

reporting. Many partiapants (35%) 
cawiagidiilfi"airialpiodu<tra~a;s 

stated that their systems la& the 
~mpl'aMiw~hiqula,f~"I"li(menfl required performance for more 

frequent calculations. Lack of ouiliwru~oifnan 

flexibility to extend the risk systems' urirfnind~inrSl 

functionality is also stated as a major haifimp~me~ianpeid 

concem by the partiapants (35%). 
Bie4hinnimaliv 

When we asked the partiapants sr$tomniargiamwntrofda~ 

to rank their aiteria for new risk IT 
selecüon/ implementation, cost, 
together with flexibility, appears to be 
listed on the top, foilowed by integration ab'ity. These prioritized aiteria are 
consistent with most of the participants' responses to the question regarding 
their concerns with the existing systems. 



30 Risk management in the financial sewices industry continues to evolve. 
The results from our survey indicate three broad trends in global risk 
management: 

> Risk management has gained significance and is now viewed hy 
many ñnanaal institutions as being of strategic importance. As a 
consequence, responsibility for risk management increasingly is 
centraiized and elevated to positions directly reporting to the Board 
of Directors. 

n The trend towards the use of increasingly sophisticated quantitative 
tools to assist risk management continues. While this development 
is &ven largely by new regulatory requirements (i.e., Basel 11), there 
is a realization among global finanaal institutions of the strategic 
importance of risk management and the desire to improve 
performance through application of risk-adjusted priang and 
portfolio opümization tediniques. 

x One of the key diallenges for the continuous development of risk 
management capabilities remains information technology 
infiastnicture - mainly disparate systems anda lack of consistent 
data. Financial institutions are plaang a speaal emphasis on 
addressing these shortcomings - when taking into mnsideration 
projected budget aiiocations. 

We anticipate that many of the topics addressed in this s w e y  will continue 
to be of interest to the risk management community over the next few 
years. Progress towards Basel 11 Accord implementation and its impact on 
the banking industry, advances in aedit and operational risk measurement, 
and the evolution towards an integrated enterprise-wide risk return- 
framework within financial institutions will be watched dosely by risk 
management professionals. 

We would liie to thank ail the partiapants in our survey for taking the time 
and effm to complete the questionnaire, providing us with their thoughtfd 
comments and feedback, and allowing us to compile this t d y  global s w e y  
We tnist that this report and the insights gained wiii prove a worthwhile 
investment that provides a benchmark against which institutions can assess 
the state of their risk rnanagement capabilities. 

In faa, the enthusiastic response and interest generated by this year's swey  
may be a reíieaion of the need for just such a referente. We intend to report 
back within the next two years with a new survey on the progress and new 
developments relating to risk management for financial institutions and we 
look forward to sharing the information with you then. 
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